1. **FEEL**: Raised print

There is **raised print** on the left and right edges.

2. **LOOK**: Portrait watermark

Against the light the **watermark** shows a portrait of Europa, the value and a window.

3. **TILT**: Portrait hologram and Emerald number

The **hologram** shows a portrait of Europa, the value and a window. The **emerald number** displays an effect of the light that moves up and down.

---

**3-STEP SECURITY CHECK**

- **Feel**
  - There is **raised print** on the left and right edges.

- **Look**
  - Against the light the **watermark** shows a portrait of Europa, the value and a window.

- **Tilt**
  - The **hologram** shows a portrait of Europa, the value and a window. The **emerald number** displays an effect of the light that moves up and down.